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Coleman, Sneed And
Farmer Enter Contest
For Board Membership

A petition endorsing the candidacy of R. S. Sneed, Robert
Coleman and Euen Farmer for
election to the Princeton School
Board was filed in the Office of
Clerk Philip Stevens late Mon
day.
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Pennant For Scrap Champs
May Be Won Here Today
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Caldwell Faces
First Failure In
War Bond Sales
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Join County-Wide

Response Is Lagging
As School Pupils
Press For October
Quota Of $25,300

Caldwell's October War Bond
and Stamp Campaign, although
handled by some of the hardest
workers in the world, isn't going
so well and for the first time
since war started the country
faces probability of not meeting
its quota, Dr. C. F. Engelhardt
said Monday.
The campaign is being directed by school pupils at Eastside
and Butler under supervision of
Eloise Jones and Pamelia Gordon. Pupils are working overtime, Dr. Engelhardt said, but
Princeton seems in a lull after
smashing successes with quotas
in August and September.
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News From The Past

News representing lives,
hopes, dreams and ambitions of those
who made up the populace of
Princeton and Caldwell county almost 40 years ago and
recorded
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nowhere but in the yellowed files
of Twice-A-Week Leader of
pi, PILL
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Tenn., Feb. 18, Tuesday morning with its con,nts
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can go on against the
. . Today's work in and were protected by a curving Mr. Coon was born and reared
n is important . . . It rifle pit five miles long. Our in Princeton and has many
,\ ell done so fighters in little army held out gallantly friends here who are delighted to
!is, England, Hawaii but was forced to surrender on see him. He left Princeton many
points that dot the Sunday .Our forces were com- years ago and until his visit
U. S. might will not mander by Floyd of Virginia, some five years ago had not
faith with us remaining G. D. Pillow of Tennessee, Gen. been back home for a long
\ behind the screen of S. D. Buckner of Kentucky, time.
• • •
Princeton Colonel Forrest of the Texas
parating
e lands where bullets Rangers and Colonel Highland
Win Prizes
You wouldn't say, Lyon of Kentucky. We lost about
Princeton, Oct. 28, 1903—The
leave your gun at 2,500 killed and wounded and following premiums were taken
may need it this winter" about 8,000 prisoners. Boats with by Caldwell people at Lyon
nd don't say, "Soldier, the prisoners left Donaldson County Fair last week: Charlie
tta keep this iron laying Tuesday evening. The men pass- Ratliff Jr., best saddle horse;
for future use" . . . Its ed down the river hurrahing for Tom Cash, best saddle mare two
Jeff Davis and the Southern Con- years old and best model animal;
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• • •
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Are subscription prices for the Leader, altho costs have risen many times
for everything that goes into making a newspaper and the newspaper itself
is a far more comprehensive, and we think, much better product than it was
way back when there were four skimpy pages of six columns each, with few
pictures, no illustrations in the ads, no features, no coverage of news except
local.
E

For generations, publishers of The Leader have maintained a subscription
price scale which actually was so low as to cost them money to send out their
publication. Hundreds of names were carried on the mailing list indefinitely,
once they were placed on it, without any payment being made for the subscriptions, WHICH IS IN VIOLATION OF THE POSTAL LAWS. We discontinued this bad practice two years ago, and now have a bona fide, paid in
advance subscription list which covers Princeton ,thoroughly and Caldwell
county_fairly well.

=MIMS
mom.

But the subscription price of The Leader is far too low, considering cost
of producing the paper AND MUST BE INCREASED if we are to continue in
business and maintain standards which have placed this newspaper in the front
ranks of Kentucky's community publications.
The Leader is now giving the best and the most comprehensive local,
State and National news coverage in its history, and the best, we believe, of
any community newspaper in Kentucky. It pays top prices for ASSOCIATED
PRESS telemat news and pictures and Wide World news features, the VERY
BEST SUCH PICTURES AND NEWSPAPER FEATURES OBTAINABLE. It publishes
many local pictures and gives many columns of space, regularly, to all the
important governmental releases dealing with regular agencies of the State
and National government and with the war agencies.
We are unwilling to reduce the size of the paper or in any other mariner to lower the standards we have established here, believing the community we serve is entitled to the best possible newspaper we can produce.
No newspaper in a Kentucky community in any way comparable with
Princeton and Caldwell county and doing anything like the job performed by
The Leader is selling for less than $1.50 a year in its home county, or $2 a
a year elsewhere. For publishers, no matter how reluctant they have been
to increase their prices, have learned they cannot produce a good newspaper at lower prices. Therefore

Effective

December 1, 1942
Subscription prices for The Leader will be

$1.50 a Year
$2.00 a Year
Elsewhere

==-

We earnestly hope to continue to receive the splendid support we have
had in the last two years and that the public we seek to serve will indicate,
by its response to this necessary readjustment of prices, its understanding of
the conditions which prompt this decision.
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Deaths and
Funerals

Interest low In
Civilian Defense

FREDONIA NEWS

22, 1942

TONITE!
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treatment.
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Sullivan.
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day School. She was well-known Walker said, but indifference
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Paul
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in high regard.
ion calls.
Sanford, were Mrs. Grace Prewett, Central
Besides her sons, she is surBrief meetings are held week- Miss Vivian and
City.
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Grubs.
L.
Mrs.
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and
anan and Mrs. Cora Fletcher; ing.
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Deboe,
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of
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daughter, Miss Katherine Rose
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Only
More Difficult
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She was a sister-in-law of K.
Cliff Hollowell, who handMr. and Mrs. H. M. Turley SunR. and Joe Cummins of Princeles Western Union service
day.
ton. She also leaves many distant
here, is wondering how some
Mr. and Mrs. Keith Perkins
relatives.
of Uncle Sam's soldiers
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Morgan Funeral directors were
learned to spell their own
John Blackburn.
in charge of arrangements at
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Saturday a message came
regarding a private who was
due shortly in Princeton via
Raliegh Parsley
train. It sounded like operRaleigh Parsley, 34, father of
ators at the other end had
five children who was hurt at
thrown a handful of loose
A Caldwell transportation comCedar Bluff early in September
letters into the transmitter
when he was pinned between a
mittee, to assist farmers and
but Cliff finally figured it
railroad car and a loading chute,
truckers hauling farm products
out.
died Monday morning at Jennie
and supplies in filling out apSergeant Sleepy Maitor of
Stuart Hospital in Hopkinsville.
plications for certificates of war
New Orleans was contacting
Funeral services
were
held
necessity, develop transportation
Sergeant Guss Traitus about
Tuesday at 2 o'clock at Pool
programs within the county and
Private Scatyanski StruppasCemetery near Scottsburg with
assist farmers in submitting aplovick.
the Rev. L. J. Knoth officiating.
plications for new trucks, was
Besides Mrs. Parsley and the
appointed last week by the
five children; Phillip, Bobby,
county USDA War Board.
Boyd, James and Anna Louise;
The committee includes Curtis
(Continued from Page One)
he is survived by his mother,
E. George, chairman; D. W. SatMrs. Rena Parsley; a sister, duction, and that he is regard- terfield, representative of princiMrs. Beckham Hale and a broth- ed by the nation as essential to pal type of agriculture with
victory."
er, Lonnie Parsley.
John Mahan as alternate; Gar• • •
Pallbearers at the funeral
land Wood, representative of the
The Office of Price Adminis- second most important type of
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Thomas Perkins and wife, Detroit, spent the week-end with
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. L.
Perkins.
Mrs. T. T. Pearcy died a few
days ago at her home in Scottsburg. Mrs. Pearcy was an estimable woman and lived in and
around Cobb most of her life.
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home lately. Harold is one of
"Our Boys."
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Funeral services for James
Allen Lowery, 75, who died at
his home on Varmint Trace Road
October 15, were held at Princeton Second
Baptist Church
Thursday with the Rev. Olen
Sisk officiating.
He is survived by his widow;
three sons, Everett, Herman and
Oscar, a sister, Mrs. Goodaker
and ..several grandchildren and
great-grandchildren.
Mr. Lowery was active until
recently and was well known in
his community.
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Farmers Warned
Against Feeding
Frosted Forage
Caution in feeding sorghum,
sudan grass and other crops
killed by frost, is suggested by
the Kentucky Agricultural Experiment Station, which has received many inquiries since the
ear)Y frosts.
be
Frostage forages should
thoroughly cured in the field or
made into silage, says the replay of the Experiment Station.
Sorghum, sudan grass, Johnson grass, choke cherry, black
cherry, flax, arrow grass, velvet grass and Christmasberry under certain conditions all contain
deadly amounts of prussic acid.
Even small amounts of these
forages will cause instant death
to cattle or sheep. Strangely
enough horses or hogs, being
non-ruminants, apparents are
immune to this poisoning under
practical conditions.
Such plants usually contain
more of the poisonous material
when young, after being stunted,
when freshly wilted, and possibly after being frosted.
In the case of sudan grass it
is recommended that it not be
grazed until at least 18 inches
in height. No second growth of
sorghum should be grazed under
any circumstances.
Frosted plants in the above
be thoroughly
group should
cured in the field or ensiled before feeding. Under either treatment, the poisonous substance
seems to be reduced to a safe
level.
Start the Scrap on Your Farm

Men, Women! Old at

40, 50, 60! Get Pep
Feel Years Younger,Full of Vim
hunt Name exhausted. worn-ou;, run-down feeling
or, your age Thousand. amased at what a little
pepping up with Ostres will do Contains general
tonics often needed alter 40—by bodies lacking
Iron. calcium phosphate. Vitamin 111, A 73-yearold doctor writes "I took It myself. Resrulte
were One' Special introductory else Oirtres Tonle
Tablets costs only 3bc Stop feeling pepless. old.
Start feeling people
,and Toimaes. this see/ day

For sales at all good drug stores
everywhere — in Princeton, at
Wood Drug.

Surplus Wheat Goes To War

age, for areas of its efficient
By John Grover
Wide World Features
and economical growth are limitThis is a Cinderella story. ed. In addition, good corn land
surplus is just what the production docof
Those mountains
wheat evetybody thought were tors ordered for soybeans. Soywhite elephants have turned into beans are a critical crop, subone of our most prized war as- stituting for oils we used to obsets.
tain in Jap-held areas. Their
They're going to stoke the in- culture can't be curtailed to exnards of assorted cows, pigs and tend corn acreage.
chickens, which are mighty Ira-. - Another point- -4n -favor of
portant items in our arsenal of wheat is that vast western areas
democracy. Corn can't carry the can't produce much else. It's
load, and wheat has got to be- also grown with comparatively
come a feed grain _for- the dura- little labor, as crops go. That's
we've mighty important, because the
tion. Its mighty luck
got a surplus.
farm labor shortage is one of
There were outraged squawks the tightest pinches in the manon Capitol Hill last spring when power situation.
it was first suggested that the
Those restrictions on the regovernment loose some of its lease of surplus wheat still stand
wheat holdings for livestock as the law of the land. However,
menus. The farm bloc did suc- the farm bloc can't stand in the
ceed in shoving through a limi- way of vital war needs if it's
tation that the surplus could on- found that 125,000,000 bushels
ly be put on the market at the won't be enough to go around
rate of 125,000,000 bushels an- the yawning maws in pigsties,
nually at 85 percent of corn cowbarns and chickenyards.
price parity.
Agriculture
Department of
All the members of one homeestimates indicate the 1942 corn makers' club in McLean counharvest, by no means a poor ty are using enriched flour.
crop, will fall 200,000,000 bushels
short of feed requirements for
our stepped up meat, milk and
egg production program.
The same agriculture experts
say wheat is the only answer.
We've a surplus of close to 750,000,000 bushels. It's good livestock feed, too. Pound for pound,
wheat has proved to be worth
about 10 percent more than corn
for feeding hogs. It requires 50
percent less supplemental feeding of growth proteins. Hogs
finish "smoother" and 10 days
earlier on a wheat diet, no mean
items in wartime.
Laying hens also do right well
on an 80 percent whole wheat
schedule. Dairy cows produce efficiently on a half-wheat ration.
Chief use of wheat will be in
feeding hogs, it is expected. The
hog production goal for the next
twelve months is set at 20,000,000 more porkers than this year.
Th problem can't be solved
simply by extending corn acre-

of 2-Way Help*

FOR WOMEN
suggests you try

URDU!
•5.e directions on label

News From Past
Continued from Page Three
ty there has never been any
such organization as the Bob
Cats. Neither are there any night
riders or trouble unless the Bob
Cats start something (Leader
Ed.)
• • •
Future Great?
Princeton, October 13, 1908—
Alben W. Barkley, McCracken
county's popular young County
Atorney will speak here Monday"
afternoon. Barkley is one of the
coming young men of this section. We_wokad not be surprised
to see him represent his district
in Congress in a few years.

Comfort
Convenience
Complete Service
And, of course, a cordial reception and
careful attention to your entertainment
during your stay are yours, always, at

THE

KENTUCKY
HOTEL
Louisville's newest and most centrally located home-away-from-home, in Kentucky's
metropolis . . . Prices will conform to your
idea of moderate charges for service
rendered.
For Reservation
Write—
W. L. STODGILL,
Assistant Manager.

Prowling

--- What It Means

A 62-Year Record

displayed advantage of singing
baled hay . . . Gasoline pumps
Spangled Banner" and the
"Star
and the Confederate statue standof goose stepping to the
horror
.
.
ing with a lot in common .
"Horst Wessel" song . . . They(Continued from page three)
WPA truck clattering home at 're Mr. Smith's pride and proof
won't but, this fence is a re5 each day loaded with rural of patriotism.
minder of how these people feel
victory tokens . . . Surging SatSCHOOL KIDS are trying to
and should be treated" . . . The urday crowds fighting the war raise this month's War Bond
fence came down as all here with excited jabbering.
Quota. They aren't getting along
Mr
POSTERS put up by
and elsewhere should!
works of art
PHOTOS OF WARTIME Smith at FNB are
concise barbs to recarry
and
Army
Princeton: Jeep trailed
member . . . The bank prexy
truck loaded with soljers crawlputs a new one up each week
ing down South Jefferson . . . and will continue to give the
Mainstreet, empty of cars or Axis hell until he rums outta
--Firitit---tri ideas, which probehlrtkirlietrerMy
hurnat!
romping memories at 10 p.m. . . come to pass . . . Newest featleave ures three well known rats of
home on
Bluejackets
spreading confidence in Uncle Naziland, Japan and Italy strung
Sam . . . Selectees proudly t.;) gallows . . . Another card
waving examination cards at
HORSES, CATTLE, SHEEP AND HOGS .
R
each other in courthouse corridor . . . Farm wagon hauling
PROMPTLY AND FREE OF (hIARGE.
percisely dressed farm ladies,
basket of eggs and chunk of

hu

Wanted
DEAD STOCK

How To Relieve
Bronchitis

Mrs. H. C. Kivett of Bell
county and her two 4-H club
sons made an outdoor living
room from a rocky backyard.
They now have a lily pool, a
rock garden of wild flowers, a
fireplace, electric lights, cornfence to replace a wire one.
rence to replace a wire one.

Creomulsion relieves promptly because it goes right to the seat of the
trouble to help loosen and expel
germ laden phlegm, and aid nature
to soothe and heal raw, tender, inflamed bronchial mucous membranes. Tell your druggist to sell you
a bottle of Creomulsion with the understanding you must like the way it
quickly allays the cough or you are
to have your money back.

Start the Scrap on Your Farm

for Coughs,Chest Colds,

1)

01

We Pay All Phone Charges

Phone 423

Princeton,
Al
RS

KENTUCKY RENDERING WORKS

N
CREOMULSIO
Bronchitis

If You
Have SCRAP
TakeMETAL
to
•
ft to
or Junk row nearest Turn IN
yard

p

0)
(4
(Tr

•If It Is
and get acollection depot
receipt
too
tor ft,
Your Scrap heavy to
handle, con tact
Metal
newspaper for
Chairman (cm
range to have name) arid lie
It
will
You a
receipt for it.handled—and at.
•If
YOU Want
I4)
take it to a DONATE your
01
you, or to a collecting tlepOi Scrap-eeipt for it. Jnk yard and getnearest
a reOr call
Collection Ch
your County
for It.
and he will
Procee
ds
secirec
from sale of
send
apteril
cegl:oytooursogle
donated
oticnh4
•If you
ripohmlenicitatues:
want to SELL
it to a junk
your
dealer or call Serap--take
Collection
your County
for it.
Chairman and he
will send

L SAYS ARMY'S UN
neral George C. Marshall
•n to testify on the pro
y's intention to discharge

The SCRAP METAL in your BACK YAR
or BARN YARD is needed BADLY

tt

have it within your power to give the greatest
assistance to your government NOW! The old
rusty farm tools or beds or hand irons q.attered
all over farms and yards in town MUST be
gathered up and rushed to steel mills at ONCE
to keep them turning out ships and tanks and
guns. Don't fail in this crisis. Kentucky will get
in the scrap, so necessary to victory.
You

Maybe you have an
antique washing
'machine or old iron
bed 'or Just some
roller skates, Every
pound counts NOW!

15,000.00
in PRIZES

URS' GRAVES?—The
I these six unpainted w
mark the burial place i
the six Nazi saboteurs e
by a special military co

CARR or WAR RONDO
•••
Work

For

Half of Every U. S. Tank
Is SCRAP METAL!

Your

Good fighting steel is made of 50% iron GI
and 50% scrap metal. We have the iron ore
but the steel mills only have a 30-day supply
of scrap metal to mix with it. Get in ills
scrap---qtrickt

COUNTY
To

Win A Prize

$1,500.00
To the County With the
Highest Per Capita Poundage
of Scrap

$750.00-2nd Prize
TO THE COUNTY with the second
highest per capita poundage_

$500.00-3rd Prize
TO TEE COUNTY with the
highest per capita poundage.

third

fierc Is ONE THING
overybody Can do!
Every man, woman and
child in Kentucky can
HELP in this important drive for vital
SCRAP METALL •

An old stove or rusty
or

gun

S
Nsz
as:.1—
tIedintoGi
l cnb
ectriefaort°roaid°rknbs
be turnedont
Turn them

ro THE sowTvoms
$
•••••••
SCHOOL with the lardedt
9C•wv
of
poundage per

capita
enrollment.
TO THE KENTUCKY FARM
ORGANIZATION (men. or
women's) with the largest poundage per
capita of enrollment.
$ocn na TO THE CHURCH (in towns
over 2,500 population) with
largest poundage per capita of membership.
Icn.Ati TO THE CHURCH (in towns
under 1,500 populetienl with
largest poundage per capita of membership.

ày

$250.00

$250.00 TO
URNS110
R IN
11ECIA
(?1;
NIZAWN 471
the highest poundage per capita of menthe rob ip.
DB: KLEONCTAULCK TRADE
T
jh
with
largest poundage per capita of adrohmen:.

$250.00 fic.
$200.00 IOATDIIKKENLoc.KATN:A.%

largest poundage.
ND PE
AO
T
DNAL
D CAADILI
D,
T A BLS
LI
.
$150.00
STITUTIONS, state, county or locat with
largest poundage per capita.
.nn TO THE KENTUCKY HOTS'
$100
'ORGANIZATION with lamed
v.
poundage.
.
$100
•• TO THE KENTUCKY COAL
•••" MINER with largest poundage.
U CeKstY 1)501$1 00
.
00 ZifiLITtit A
I NTarg
age.
TO
$1 00
.00 ORGANIZATIONT(473C114141117elirt
poundage.

TURN IN YOUR SCRAP
arta GET A RECEIPT
collection
Your junk dealer or
metal
scrap
depot will weigh your
Contest
and give you an Official

be counted in the
Serap Metal Contest.

Receipt for it, to
$5,000

7

Sponsorsd by Kontucky's Newspapers
Ail the prize money and all he advortising of this campaign"
petrisnis donations of Kentucky's nowspapors
VSNO. 4,131#
Ah."al •
1.4
e

4or ?tit
3 -14
'
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LOST ON QUINCY—The Navy
announced in Washington that
Capt. Samuel M. Moore (above)
of Alexandria, Va., commanding
the cruiser Quincy, was one of
those killed in the August 9 sea
battle agains the Japs in the
Solomon island area in which
the U. S. cruisers Quincy, Astoria and Vincennes were lost.
(Associated Press Photo from
AP Telemat
U. S. Navy)

wer to give the
ment NOW! The shl
or hand irons scatted
da in town MUST
to steel mills at 0
t ships and tanks
risis. Kentucky

to

FREIGHT CARS CRUMBLE IN HEAD-ON CRASH—Firemen fight a blaze which broke out in
the wreckage of two Frisco freight trains which collided head-on at Marionville, Mo., killing Engineer Ray Burgett, 36, of Springfield, Mo., and injuring severely three others.
—AP Telemat

SAYS ARMY'S UNFIT WILL BE DISCHARGED—With hands clasped behind his
eral George C. Marshall (left) stood be fore the Senate military affairs committee in
n to testify on the proposal to draft 18 and 19-year-old youths and declared it was
's intention to discharge the physically unfit and return them to civilian life.

itU

victory.
STA.
ISABEL I,
RS GRAVES?—The Washington (D.C.) Evening Star
these six unpainted wooden tombstones, bearing only
ark the burial place in a District of Columbia potter's
e.six Nazi saboteurs electrocuted in Washington after
a special military commission.
—AP Telemat

WULLKIE IN CHUNGKING—Wendell Willkie, on special mission
for President Roosecelt, paid a call on Gen. Chiang Kai-shek while
in Chungking, China. Left to right are C. E. Gauss, U. S. Ambassador to China; John Carter Vincent, counsellor of the U. S.
Embassy; Willwie; Gen. Chiang Kai-shek and Madame Chiang
—AP Telemat
Kai-shek.
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NAVY SINKS SIX JAP SHIPS IN SOLOMONS —Six Japanese ships—a heavy cruiser, four de
stroyers and a 5,000-ton transport—were sunk by a navy task force in a 30-minute battle west of
Savo Island the night of October 11-12, when the Japanese attempted to land reinforcements on
Guadalcanal Island in the Solomns. The Japanese then withdrew to the west (dotted line) and in
—AP Telemat
two attacks Navy and Marine planes damaged two cruisers and a destroyer.
(LEVI') A MARINE DIGS IN—A U. S.
Marine uses his bayonet to dig a foxhole
out beyond his front lines as mopping up
)perations against Japanese patrols continued on Guadacanal. Japanese warships
also had bomber the airfield. —AP Telemat

(RIGHT) JAP BOMB WRECKS HANGAR—Marines (left background) probe the
smouldering wreckage of an airplane hangar on which a Japanese bomber scored a
direct hit in the battle for Guadalcanal Island.
—AP Telemat

dealer

p

(LEVI') CAPTURED JAPANESE
DIG GRAVES—Members of a
Japanese labor unit, captured
when U. B. Marines took Guadalcanal Island in the Solomons,
dig graves for those who have
—AP Telemat
fallen in battle.

(RIGHT) NAVY SCORES—Here
is an enemy ship afire off the
coast of Queensland, Australia.
The ves41 was chased by an
Australian auxiliary cruiser and
set fire to herself when caught.

hi
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Princeton Navy
Day Will Honor
Seagoing Forces
Mayor Proclaims Tuesday, October 27,
Special Occasion For
Tribute To Sailors

Druggist Job Two-Fold As
Pharmacy Week Is Observed
"National Pharmacy Week in
1942 finds a profession in uniform, khaki of the Army, blue
of the Navy and white coats of
civilian practice. Every man is
doing his job to the best of
his ability ancl.looking forward
to the day When freedom of
be enjoyed
can
Democracy
again," Cliff Wood, Princeton
a
druggist, said Tuesday in
Pharmacy Week interview.
"We are fighting several enemies in the war," he said,
"Germany, Italy, Japan and Malaria, and of the four, malaria
is most deadly. Bullets, bombs
and shells will stop the first
three but only quinine and a
few other drugs are effective
weapons of malaria. Our soldiers
in the Far East can keep fight-

ing only if they receive daily
doses of this drug," he said.
And that is why this week is
more important than previous
observances, he said. National
Pharmacy Week ends Saturday.
Mr. Wood said druggist are
helpina in the war by restriction of civilian scales of quinine.
No longer is the drug being
hair
sold in cold remedies,
tonic, hair preparations qi sun
tan medicine. Especially trained
pharmacist are also searching
for new sources of quinine, he
said.
The druggust said pharmacy
problems in Princeton, as elsewhere, are two-fold. Besides
meeting the needs of the armed
forces, Princeton must be supplied with necessities from the
limited supplies alloted.

51 Selectees Get
Examination Calls

Oliver Hearod, Frank Arthur
Pasteur, Mathew Galloway, Willie Duke Egbert, Floyd Hopper,
James Edward Wells, Cecil Odem
Stovall, Roy Milton Gresham,
Finis Gray, Evie White, Walter
Beckam Asher, Joseph Grey,
William Hosea Newsom, James
Wesley Skees, Aubrey John
Hughes, Frank Urey Young,
James Claybourn Landis, Harvey
B. Drennan, and Buddy Orbie
Nichols.

Princeton will salute the Nation's Navy, Marine Corps, Coast
Guard, Naval Aviation and Merchant Marine with an all-day
observance Tuesday, Oct. 27, as
proclaimed by Governor Keen
Johnson and Mayor W. L. Cash.
The observance will be carried
out through several channels.
disSpecial posters, window
plays, club programs and flags
will remind Princetonians to
honor the seagoing forces.
Navy Day originated in 1922.
Recruiting officers from Hopkinsville said Tuesday they expect to be here the day of the
observance but will present no
special program.
Mayor Cash issued the followLarge Married Men's
ing proclamation:
To Appear
Group
Whereas, the United States
Navy is fighting the battle for
October 23-27
freedom in the waters of the
The Caldwell Selective Service
aggressors, and
Whereas, the United States Board has sent out 51 more
Navy, conjoined with its famed notices for preliminary Army
co-ordinated arm, United States examinations scheduled October
Marine Corps, has established a 23-27. Most of the registrants
foothold upon soil held by were original 3-A's, either marthe enemy, and is battling red and without children or
heroically to extend that ad- with other dependents.
vantage, and
Those notified to appear OcWhereas, by national tradition, tober 23 are: Alton Spencer
the debt people of the United Douglas Corbin, Hugh Love
States owe their Navy is an- Pryor Jr., R. C. Griggs, Marvin
nually emphasized through the Porter Spickard, Delmar Glades
setting aside of one day to ac- Kemp, Aubry Leeman Vickery,
claim that branch of the armed William Cecil Thomason, James
forces;
Earl Hamontree, Wylie Tyron
Therefore, I, W. L. Cash, may- Oliver, Bob Charles Williams,
or of the City of Princeton, Ken- Robert Edmund Hawkins, Frank
tucky, do hereby proclaim Tues- Raymond Sisk, Fred Lindsey
day, October, twenty-seventh, Stewart, Everett Neuman Crea1942, NAVY DAY and call upon sey, Wilian Lewis, Jewell Earl
all citizens to take part in the Stewart, Leon Wilson Wallace,
observance of this day through Robert Hager Simpson, Finis
the many channels open to them Clifton Hillyard, Jewell E. Dunand to join in a salute to the bar, Charles Calvert, Mark McUnited States Navy and its co- Nary, Willie O'Haffy Kennedy,
ordinated sea power, the Marine James David Terrell, Clauscine
Corps, Coast Guard, Naval Avia- R. Baker, Raymond Jackson.
tion, and the Merchant Marine.
Those who were ordered to
Whereunto, I have set my appear October 27 include: Milhand this the nineteenth day of ton Clay Cartwright, J. R. BakOctober, 1942.
er, Glen Owens, Emmet Vinson
W. L. CASH, Mayor, Murphy, William 'Robert CantPrinceton, Ky.
rell, Ernest Peter Baker, William

11 Apply For Air
Corps Enlistment

Membership Is Based
Upon Scholastic Leadership, Ability
A national honor society for
High School Boys and Girls is
being organized at Butler High
School, the first of its kind in
Princeton. Memberships are based on scholastic achievement,
character and leadership. Students who have these outstanding
qualities are pledged to membership in the club, based upon
recommendations of the faculty.
Students invited into the club
thus far are: Mary Nell Farmer, George Greer, Attie Butler,
Gene Young, Charles Dorroh,
James Williams, Rumsey Taylor
Jr., Jeanne Carolyn Ratlaf, Gladys Stembridge, Margaret Ann
Cartwright, Marilu Howton, J.
L. Hollowell, Margaret Terry
Davis, Bill Lowry, Marguerite
Lester,
Jane
Wylie, Martha
James Lee Beck, N. H. Talley,
Bobby Taylor, Virginia B. Satterfield, Gloria Koltinsky, Mary
Ellen Collier, Anna Katherine
Pruett, Joe Kercheval, Logan
Lowery, Claude Holeman, James
Butler, Ouida Lester, Johnnie
Moss, Leslie B. Lamb, Marjorie
Stembridge, Lillian Nell Lester,
Stice Goodwin, Norman Bromley and James Lisanby.
W. P. King is Kentucky secretary of the National Beta organization and Miss Sarah Trot4
ter, chemistry instructor
Butler High, is the local club's
sponsor.

Princetonians To Serve
In Ground Crews
Of Flying Force
Dealer Registration
Recruiters for ground crewmen
For
Fuel Oil Ration
to serve in the United States
Army Air Corps took applica- Set For October 27, 28
tions in Princeton Monday.
complete
applications
The
only preliminary steps, an officer on duty at the postoffice said,
and actual enlistment will come
when the men report at Nashville.
Applicants included Dudley
Chase Smith, William Hosea
Wadlington,
Newsom, Lucian
Charles Williams, Wade Hampton Nichols, James Smith, Mark
Cotton, Joel Collier, 011ie Boyd,
Don Fourqueen and Thomas
Brown.

U. S. S. Princeton,
Carrier, Is Launched

Butler Has Unit
Of Beta Society

(By Associated Press)
Camden, N. J.—The U. S. S.
Princeton, second aircraft carrier
to be launched here within less
than three months, slid down the
ways at the New York Shipbuilding Company yard Sunday.

Recruiters For AAF Are
Due In Princeton Soon
Army Air Force recruiting
-officers, directed by Lieut. F.
E. Groves, who are touring
Kentucky and Tennessee solicittechnicians
ing specialist and
for the AAF ground crews, will
be in Princeton within the next
two weeks. Men between 20
and 45 are wanted especially
but a large number of men
more than 40 years old have
signed up in neighboring counties of Caldwell. The recruiters
are also taking 18 and 19 year
old boys.

CLASSIFIED ADS

Princeton Urged
To Give Old Keys
Donors Asked To Bring
Collections To The
Leader Office

FOR SALE: 1941 Dodge Luxury
Liner, 2-door sedan. Good
tires; car runs and looks like
Registration of Princeton and
new. Call 512-J.
2tp
Caldwell county dealers in conFOR
RENT
:One
first
floor
nection with fuel oil rationing
apartment and one third floor
has been set for October 27-28,
apartment. Mrs. Laban Kevil.
it was announced Tuesday by
Phone 38.
tf
OPA. Home owners should file
FOR SALE: 1 house trailer, good
applications for their rations by
tires, would make good lunch
November 1. Dealers may obwagon; 1 1935 model Plymouth coach, fair tires, also
tain applications for customers
stoves, furniture and clothing
but home owners are asked to
of all kinds. J. F. Morgan. tf
call at their ration office if they
fail to receive a form. Rationing
will include standard grades of
residential fuel oil, distillate oil,
diesel oil, kerosene, range oil
and gas oil.
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JUST ARRIVED
New Recapping
EQUIPMENT
LET US RECAP AND VULCANIZE YOUR T
WE USE

GOVERNMENT SPECIFIED MATERIAL
Best equipment manufactured for Recapping
Vulcanizing Tires, which includes

NEW PRECISION BUFFER
BACON MOLDS

Western Tire Vulcanizing C

BEANS BEAN
BEANS

Start the Scrap on Your Farm

A MESSAGE

Navy 'leans, Great Northern Beans,Pinto Beans, Black Eyed Peas,
Beans, Red Beans, all these new crop- and fine, can be used by the consumer
many ways and do not require tin cans for same. Help the Government and
fine nutritious food without disturbing the War Program. More for your Mo
all the Time.

TO THE MEN AND WOMEN OF THE ARMED FORCES

.=
== Cakes
==
Cakes
==
==
Corn Flakes

AND TO THEIR FAMILIES ON THE HOME FRONT

Peanuts
111( Krispies
Cleanser
Macaroni
Cream Cheese d'eulilckioandus .29(
Ringo

With so many men and women of this community serving in the armed forces, thousands
of wives, mothers, fathers, and children are
left today with new responsibilities and financial duties to which they are not yet accustomed.

Assorted Cream

'Inas 1693...
A mark aline
tailoring IR..
We and art.

We earnestly feel a deep community obligation
to all members of the armed forces and their
families; therefore, we sincerely desire to
serve you to the very limits of our capacity.

FUR FABRIC COATS
Looks, feels, wears like
real Persipn ... yet it

lg. 11 oz. pkg.

Loving ('up
or Spaghetti

3
3

cansl

EE CABBAGE, extra fine, make kraut while it
is cheap
FE. 0 lb. bag $1.45
lb. 95(

Pet

or Carnation Milk

tali can 9c

(fl
50
4 35
cans

Sweet Potatoes

fancy Nancy
Halls, 6 lbs

Hi-Life
dehydrated

Pkg.

==
==

Fresh Oysters, cranberrie. s, celery, head lettuce, tokay grapes, o
kraPefruit, blue plums, etc. Fresh Fruits, Fresh Vegetables, Fresh Meat. More
your Money all the time.
==

lon's newest Silhouettes.

RED FRONT

Sula & Eliza Nall

CASH & CARRY STORES

a fine fur coat in fash-
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VANILLA WAFERS, cellophane bat 1
pkg.
containing 50 or more cakes

Dog Food

fkley, Chan
Johnson
e To Slum
Big

pkgs 1

Okay

costs no more than a
cloth coati Styled just like

KENTUCKY

lb.)

VARDA MILLED TOILET SOAP
/clad
11 varieties

PERHAM

First National
Bank
PRINCETON,

Kellogg's

APPLES, Stayman, Winesop or
Grimes Golden, splendid quality, lb.

A PRINTZESS PRIZE

Fresh •sited

lb.

LOVING CUP CAKE FLOUR, makes I ea"
most delicious cakes
1g. pkg. I 7V.

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

PRINCETON,

501 N. JEFFERSON
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Everybody reads the Leader.

Inevitably problems and difficulties will arise
that, due to inexperience, may often seem insurmountable. Should you find yourself in this
position, come to this bank for advice and
assistance.

A
oh0AA,A„panpotlyifto

Dr. Ilallie C.

LOST—Shaeffer life-time fountain pen. Green, filled with
purple ink. Please return to
Saul Pogrotsky, Finkel's Fair
lte
Store, Princeton.
WANTED — Reliable man as
Rawleigh Dealer in Caldwell
County. Selling experience unnecessary to start. Splendid
opportunity to step into
a
profitable
permanent
and
business where Rawleigh Products have been well introduced. Good profits for a hustler. For particulars write Rawleigh's, Dept. KYJ-215-160A,
Freeport, Ill. or see Claud M.
Young, Kuttawa, Ky.
3tp

FrarFuracmrkmestr,

Applicationscounty tran
enspoervtatitoun4
Princetonians are urged to
search their home for old keys
Office of
Defense Tr
which contain nickel, silver,
Aiwa,.for -approval-or
steel,
now on
brass, copper and
Trucks are
rationed 0
war industry's must list, and tional basis
and there
get them into the scrap pile im- dividual
allocationa
mediately.
s
ila_t
s aesp_aorr o_
cfoutnhetlens.e wspa
Princeton has thousands of
keys that are useless to owners
but extremely vital to mills sored salvage drive no
turning out war materials. Flat on.
keys of Yale and Corbin type
are about 80 percent nickel silver which the Navy, especially,
is begging for. Almost all keys
yield valuable metal of some
kind.
Persons wishing to donate keys
OPTOMETRI
may bring them to The Leader
Phone 210
E
office anytime for shipment to
headquarters. The key campaign

CHRISTMAS CARD SALESor
man
PEOPLE—Reliable
woman wanted immediately to
sell Watkins Christmas Cards
or products. Big demand, big
profit. Write The J. R. Watkins Company, 80 W. Iowa
2tp
Ave., Memphis, Tenn.

Everybody reads the Leader.
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A-Stacker In The Lot...wfey, Chandler "Nor,
Johnson To
To Stump

nth district, on whom
ht is being waged.
a' Barkley is coming too,
Keen Johnson will join
Senate stalwarts in a
g tour—of - the Seventh
and Saturday, Oct. 30-31.
will speak at New28. and at Ashland,
t a meeting of Demo-lien's clubs. He will
campaign at Versailles,
eve,
leaders in the Seventh
where the unions have
rength, are reported dibetween Representative
d Republican candidate,
or E. Gabbard, presiof Witherspoon College,
n, who also is being
for the GOP gubernatorination next year.
L. Lewis, president of
ted Miners, recently took
at Mr. May, in a speech
innati. and John T. Jones,
r of Labor's Non-Partiague, recently sent out a
sking that the voters deMay. Sam Caildy, presiDistrict 30, United Mine
s, is reported to be for
y. He has endorsed Senaandler. Heretofore, where
! \- has taken one side
L. Lewis the other,
workers have gone
• ,ns of political writers
tropolitan areas recently
indicated the Democrats
danger of losing some
the House of Representawhich is the reason Kenthree top leaders . .
, Chandler and the Govwill go into the Seventh,
e of the eight Democratic
in the State where the
cans are believed to have
ance of success.
week, trouble in the
of the Kentucky GOP
into the lime-light again
Richard J. Colbert, Hen senatorial nominee, and
Swope, defeated for the
orship by Keen Johnson
9 split. Judge Swope
one faction of the party
ucky and is bitterly opby another faction headed
hn Sherman Cooper ,who
the GOP gubernatorial
ee against Senator Chand1935. The rift is said to
been caused by Judge
doing most of the speak'hen he appeared with
date Colbert, ostensibly to
ce the nominee.
• is no sign, anywhere in
•ky, that the Republicans
aking much effort to elect
olbert and he is not exto run close to Senator
ler, even in his home dis-
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rvice Insurance
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MAN,

Atixf

Glenn E. Farmer
Sam Koltinsky

Downs Nazi Plane

!Butler Favored
To Win Handily In
Providence Tilt

"

Cecil T. Williams,
Somerset Editor, Was
Ninth District Democratic Leader

or A. B. Chandler, only
on. the
ide candidate
in
the
general
ticket
atie
Tuesday, Nov. 3, is
home toward the end
month to make a few
. largely in the interests
-ssman A. J. May, of

CaktS
Or more

deh'dr3t"d

Rural Road Chief
Dies At Louisville
After Operation

ROAN A
BuSINIE

ocratic Big Guns
mg Into Action As
neral Election
e Nears

Number 17

Week-end Of Rest
Heals Tiger Injuries;
Bulldogs Have Small
Line, Speedy Backfield

State Rural Highway Commis-

The Butler High Tigers after
a week-end of rest will play
Providence Friday night in the

sioner and editor of the Somerset Journal, Cecil T. Williams,
55, Somerset, died Sunday night
at St. Joseph Infirmary, Louisville, where he was admitted

Webster countians' stadium.

Tuesday and underwent an operation Thursday.
A member of the State Central
Democratic Executive Commit-

This cartoon was first published by the Omana World-Herald, originator of the "Nebraska
Scrap Plan." In three weeks the people of NebrasKa collected 136,171,012 pounds of scrap metals for
war industries. That was 103.4 pounds per capita for every man, woman and child in the state.
The Leader believes that the Citizens of Kentucky are equal to Nebraska's challenge. Let's get out
the scrap to bury the Axis.

With Our Heroes
Elbert
"Sharkey"
Sharber,
former Princeton athlete now
with the United States Navy
at Great Lakes has returned to
duty after a nine-day furlough
at home.
Cordis Cranor, of Princeton,
who was inducted into the Army
last week at Ft. Benjamin Harrison has been transferred to
Camp Wheeler, Georgia.
Billy Boone with the Navy
at Great Lakes, Ill., has returned to duty after a leave with
his parents here.
Sammy Patterson, Princeton
returned
to
Bluejacket, has
Great Lakes after a leave.
Pvt. Walter Angle, :United
States Army, has supposedly
been transferred overseas. Private Angle went to the Army
about midsummer and trainer
for electrical work with the
Air Corps at Keesler Field, Miss.
Sergeant Dickey O'Hara, son
of Mr. and Mrs. E. S. O'Hara,
has left the States. Sergeant
O'Hara is a member of the
ground crew of the Army Air
Corps. He entered the Army two
years ago and has advanced
rapidly.
Pvt. Walter "Sox" Blackburn

of the Army spent last week-end
with parents and relatives here.
Salem Jones, former Princeton insurance agent, will start
to Army officers' training school
shortly. He has recently returned to camp after his first furlough since he entered the Army
in June.
Richard Nelson, torpedoman
second class with the Navy, is
at home on leave.
Mrs. E. R. Wilson, of Princeton, has received word her son,
John Cook, who is serving with
the Navy, has been sent to sea
after a several months period
of shore training.
W. F. Miller will leave Princeton this afternoon for duty with
the United States Coast Guard.
He joined last week and was
notified he would be given preliminary training at New Orleans.
Pvt. Rufus Boaz, who was inducted into the Army two weeks
ago, has been assigned to duty
with the Army Air Corps. He is
at present taking preliminary
training at St. Petersburg, Fla.
Private Boaz said he was undergoing light training and was
allowed to go swimming in the

"Sew And Save" Is
Homemakers' Slogan

A

decided increase in home

sewing is reported by field agents
of the Kentucky College of
Agriculture and Home Economics. Women are realizing that
with simplified styles they can
satisfactorily sew at home, and
have better quality materials, at
a substantial saving in cost.
"With imagination, patience and
good workmanship, the homemaker who sews can make
clothes that are the envy of all
who look at them," says the
field agent in clothing. Some
homemakers' clubs have the
slogan, "Sew and Save."
The black-eyed susan is the
state flower of Maryland.
Gulf of Mexico. He will he assigned to a school shortly.
James Bromley, Princeton boy
who has been working in Louisville the last two and a half
years, will be inducted into
the Army Saturday.

/02-4.e.rxr
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SEED CLEANING
We are still recleaning and treating wheat

and barley.

If you have seed to clean,

bring them in now.

Korean Lespedeza

Clean cluster
stripes in
smartly
draped double
breasted Kenley.
Still First
In Quality—

perienced men to receive and clean your
seed. We have a supply of bags for lespedeza and Soy Beans.

For Field Seeds and Seed Cleaning
IN HOPKINSVILLE, IT'S . . .

Incorporated

Hopkinsville,

Kentucky

Mr. Nip Would Like
To Learn This Tongue

Hunters Allowed No
More Licenses Holders
Hunters and fishermen
of
Kentucky must preserve and
protect their license holders carefully from now on, S. A. Wakefield, Director of the Division
of Game and Fish has announced.
Wakefield said the Division has
only a small supply of license
holders on hand and these, plus
the ones now in the hands of
hunters and fishermen of the
state, must last for the duration.
Shortage of metals until brought
about by the war will prevent
the Division from buying more
holders until after the war.

Berkeley, Calif. (1P)—Do you
ever plan to look for ShangriLa? If so, you can get an advanced knowledge of the language right on the University of
California campus.
Courses in Chinese, Mongolian,
Japanese and minor Oriental
tongues are now offered, much
of the instruction being by a
native faculty transplanted intact from Peiping. Recordings of
native speech will be an important part of the course.
Everybody reads the Leader.

WHERE IS YOUR
IMPORTANT 10%
FOR WAR SAVINGS
COMING FROM?
The average American
family budget is not a
very elastic affair. When
we are asked to put ten
percent of our earnings
into War Bonds and
Stamps, it means adjustment all along the line.
We must do without many
things, and we must save
on the things we cannot
do without.
One sure way to save is
to buy all your family's
winter needs at Penney's,
where economical, wasteproof methods of doing
business are proving to
be a life-saver to millions
whose family budgets
must be stretched farther
than ever before.
Gloves for the Family!

Penney's takes increasing pride
to be able to continue offering all wool suits these days!
And to hold top position in
style as well! See these values

Fuel, Yet Be
Comfortable!

Save

GOWNS and
PAJAMAS
$1.98
-:- Solid Pastels
-:- Gay Prints
Clever new designs
in well cut and fitted gowns... with
slim waists, graceful skirts and attractive neck treatments. Pajamas in
man - tailored or
butcher boy styles!
Sizes 34-44.

For Leisure Hours!

HOUSECOATS
$4.98
Lovely, soft, fluffy
chenille
that
is
warm without being heavy! Fitted
waists and swirling
skirts!

Warm Flannelette

NOW!

$24.75
The threebutton Dorset
in soft, "Dusty Glen" patterns for fall.

174 e'et'49°,'•

Man - tailored or
butcher boy styles.
Sizes 6 to 16.

$1.11
Sleepers

59c

Men's Pajamas
$1.39

Practical!

Patterns!
-:- Two Styles!
-:- New

Women's Gloves
sturdy cotton or rayon, for
general wear!

New Fall Types

Men's Gloves

69c

For Warmth and
Style

Value!

Misses' Knit Mittens
Misses' Knit Gloves

Cayce-Yost

Second Lieut. Arnold D. Jaqua
(above) of South Bend, Ind„
shot down one
Messerschmitt
and damaged another as U. S.
fighter plageg won their first
major victory of the Middle East
war, according to a statement
from U. S. army headquarters at
Cairo, Egypt. Twelve american
planes fought 20 Nazi craft over
the German lines and shot down
two of them.
—AP Telemat

Girls' Pajamas
MEN'S SUITS

We are ready to receive your Korean for
recleaning and sale. Modern plant, ex-

tee from the Ninth District, he
was appointed commissioner in
1936 by Senator A. B. Chandler,
then Governor.
Surviving, wife, Mrs. May;
daughter, Miss Mary Ann,Somerset; brothers, John, Washington
and Lee University, Lexington,
Va., and Richard, Somerset.
The body was taken to Somerset for services and burial
Wednesday.

The Bengals are favorites to
whip the Bulldogs for the first
time in three years but Providence has a habit of getting
tough when Butler visits. In
1940 and 1941, Princeton had
the Bulldogs bested on paper
by a healthy margin but were
upset by heads-up play of the
Webster gridders in both affrays.
Providence will meet Princetons' hard running backs and
eager line with a small eleven.
Butler has a good weight margin in every department and
enough in the dope kettle to
indicate a three touchdown win.
A small crowd of local fans
is expected to accompany the
team to Providence. The band
will not go.
The Bengals are in good shape.
Last week-end's rest gave minor
injuries of Kem, Coleman and
several linemen a chance to
heal. Coach Cox has been drilling the gridders strenuously the
last two weeks in preparation for
the remaining games, especially
tussle
the Thanksgiving Day
with Marion in which he has
hopes of furnishing the Terrors
with a very drab season finale.
Princeton's record for the season includes a 19-6 triumph over
Cadiz, losess to Hopkinsville 34-6
and Madisonville 32-14 and a
victory over Morganfield 31-7.

49c
49c

New sharp stripes,
plaids and all-over
designs! Drawstring
styles in roomy
sizes!

Boys' Pajamas

Handsome pig grain capeskin, Sturdy flannelette
unlined. Value!
for real comfort.

$1.20

$1.19

Sweaters
98e
Girls' Sweaters, Popular Styles $1.98
Men's New Sportclad Sweaters $2.98
Boys' Solid or Two-Tone Sweaters 1.98
Women's Wool Crepe Skirts
398
Sport Skirts—Plaid or Plain . $4.98
Men's Practical Sport Slacks
$3.98

Smart New Styles,

• THE PENNEY WAY IS flit THRIFTY WAY • THE THRIF 1I
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Farm Incomes
Highest Since '29

THIS YEAR'S LOCAL WAR
SCRAP COLLECTING CHAMP!
SCHOOLS AT WAR PROGRAM

Hairpins And Bullets

Among The
County Agents

Phooey to Winter!

000monoloolllllll motto...nom

moo

OUR CHILDREN'S
LEGGING SETS

moo0000

cSncril

Kidnaped Youngster Safe

Net farm incomes in 1941
were much higher than for any
of the past 12 years, on 22 farms
in Washington and Marion counties, Kentucky. So reports Roy E.
Proctor of the State College of
Agriculture and Home Economics, after a study of records kept
on these farms. The increase
was due principally to higher
prices and better crop and livestock production.
Average operator's earnings
was $2,634, (with profits on individual farms ranging from $545
to $4,380. Tobacco was the most
important single source of income, and labor the largest item
of expense. In hogs, beef cattle
and tobacco, the 10 high-profit
farmers made the biggest gains
over the average farmer.
With prices high and labor
scarce the following suggestions
Smiling happily and hugging
are made by Mr. Proctor for the
a doll, four-year-old
Vi.ian
coming year.
Select suitable land for each Miller (above), who had been
plow crop. Use all farm manure missing from her San Francisco
and add limestone and fertilizers. home for two days, told police
Grow feed crops that give the at Grants Pass, Ore, that she
greatest feed value per day of arrived there with a man and
labor, as pastures and clover or woman whom she called "my
alfalfa hay. Seed winter small new daddy and mommy." Meangrains which prevent washing while at Red Bluff, Calif., Mr.
and leaching on row-crop land and Mrs. B. B. DuBois were befor early spring pasture. Corn ing held by police and warrants
returns more grain per acre, but charging the couple with kidearly seeded
winter-resistant naping were issued in San
barley on fertile upland gives Francisco.
more feed per day of labor.
Good News For Mailmen
To expand economical dairy
Azusa, Calif. (R)—With the
production, feed a balanced ration, including grain on pasture. regular postman in the navy,
Mrs. Leonard Netzley has taken
Use more small grain pastures.
the mail carrier's job, walking a
long route in the morning and
His Friend Decided
making RFD calls by car in the
The Typewriter Worked
San Francisco (11)—ln 1899 afternoon. "Believe me, it isn't
Alfred J. Fritz, now a superior any harder than keeping house,"
judge, sold a friend a typewriter she reports.
for $20 but did not get paid. He
The average time of the moon's
has just received a check for
$71.60, representing the principal circuit around the earth is 27
days, 71
/
2 hours.
and 43 years' interest.

Cream station operators in
By Margaret Kernodle
cording to a report by hairpin
Jackson county report that their
Wide World Features
manufacturers to WPB, so the
Washington.—Already women cut in production is all gravy. business has increased 50 perwho request appointments for They estimate 1,400 pins to a cent over a year ago.
hair-dos in capital beauty salons pound.
In Laurel county, 629 dairy
Actually, each of the 40,000,000 cattle were tested in August and
are being asked to bring their
women of America bought a September, all tests proving to
Webster county have contributed
own hairpins. Some of them
little less than four cards or be negative.
to a fund of $24 for library
don't like it. That's why I asked
packages of pins last year. With
Women in the homemakers' books.
WPB just what hairpin conservaproduction limited, we'll have clubs in Anderson county salvGreen county farmers have
tion can mean to a country at
about a package a person. Beau- aged 50 pounds of fat in one
seeded 22,000 pounds of crimson
war.
ty salons cannot buy in bulk at month.
clover and 10,000 pounds of
Here's the WPB answer to
all. That's why they ask us to
A purebred livestock associa- vetch this
Miss and Mrs. America:
fall.
bring our own. Some local salons tion has been organized in BreckDuring September, 750 sheep
Every time one of us refuses
say:
inridge
county with 25 charter were dipped
to buy a package of hairpins, we
in the cooperative
"We'll keep the hairpins un- members.
dipping vat in Franklin county.
save the same amount of steel it
der your name or you can bring
Barley
growers in Adair countakes to make a .50 caliber bulIn Rockcastle county, farm
them each time you come." Most ty found the Ceresan treatment
women helped to harvest hay,
let. WPB and the Army agree
beauty places request a nickel of seed for smut so successful
corn and potatoes, and to make
that 140,000,000 cards or packpackage per customer.
that they are using it again this sorghum
ages of pins (that's the amount
.
fall.
we women bought in 1941) conThe best corn crop ever proThere is only one white blood
In Estill county, a farmer re- duced in
tain metal equal in weight to corpuscle to
Bath county is reported
400 red ones in ports cutting his alfalfa
five by farmers growing hybrid corn.
the steel required for 140,000,000 the blood.
times, each cutting averaging a
bullets.
ton.
One of the earliest botanic
,14.-.101 restricts the .D.rie of the most valuable pro- October
5-12 was set aside as gardens was at
manufacture of hairpins to one- ducts from bones
Karnak, Egypt,
is animal char- nutrition week in Boyd
county, in 1500 B.C.
fourth that many for next year. coal.
with information being given
Proftuction of hairpins already
through radio talks, exhibits,
Glass for bottle-making is com„iedown 50 percent since April. It
Australia has been settled for posters and
free literature.
posed chiefly of silica, soda and
begins to look as though we 150 years.
Twelve homemakers' clubs in lime.
must conserve pins carefully if
".
4111111011er
we want to keep our hair up.
Next year the curtailment will
save 5,700 tons of steel. That is
the exact weight of steel it takes
to make 150 medium tanks. Saving hairpins begins to look like
saving our skins—the more so
when you realize 5,700 tons of
steel also is the equivalent
weight of steel required for
making 3,000 rifles.
Almost no steel is wasted in
the manufacture of hairpins, ac-

The oldest state is Delaware,
which entered the union Dec. 7
1787.
The blood contains about 11,000 white corpuscles per cubic
milli-metre.

McKESSON'S
BAX
CAPSULES
Contain this
8 most important vitamins
in high concentration
30's $2.39

100's

6.89

Phone 161
111.1.1.1141111/MUMUITINI

oak

Clean carpet sweepers live
longer and work better. If the
brush is cleared of hair, dust,
and lint it will pick up faster
and more thoroughly. Waste
Wardens make a habit of keepWhite rings on
ing the carpet sweeper really
be removed with furniture
clean.
your pantry shelf. things
A little
and
olive oil
Stubborn grease spots on wallrubbed into
spot
will restore the
paper often respond to a paste
finish.
of fuller's earth, or a commerBuenos Aires is the
cial dry cleaning powder and
largest
carbon tetrachloride. Apply of Latin America, with a
tion
of 2,300,000.
thickly to spot and leave till
thoroughly dry. Wipe off with
The first railway
cloth dampened with carbon
open
Scotland
in 1812 was
tethachloride.
wo
horses.
Renovate an old lampshade inThe Boy Scout
stead of buying a new one. Any
movement
its
beginning in the British
holes in the original fabric may
in
1908.
be mended with scotch tape.
Then cover whole shade with
Afghanistan has a general
rows of fringe that can
be
.
vation
of nearly a mile.
bought at the trimming counter.
Start at the top and work down.
Have you an old taffeta evening frock hanging idle in your
closet? Cut it down to any of
the new ballerina dresses for
your daughter. You can give it
a gay new feeling with appliques
of print at waist, shoulder, or
hem. Cut print appliques from a
scarf, blouse, or another old
dress.

Gus Kortrecht,
Insurance
Fire and Auto
Capital Stock Co. Ins
is safe and reliable.
Princeton,
Phone
110 S. Jefferson St.

TAX NOTICE!
City taxes subject to a 10% penalty
on November 1 . . . Pay now and
save penalty.

Garland Quisenberr
Colledor

With Volume
wing Heavier
• Associated Press)
Eastman

,
-,loseph B.
.Defense
of
Office
of the
this
asserted
takwhen it comes to
n(
n fift
le
the operatio
k
slacis
we are pretty close to
of tthe rope."
left
inlittle
itreserve strength
little
upon," Mr. Eastman said
address prepared for deannual meetto the sixth
Association
National
the
pers Advisory Boards.
long
y we are in for a
r struggle and there is
er policy than to be
for the worst."
an said no one knew
what the future held
was certain the railroads
iving their equipment as

before.
productive effort of the
" he continued, "has not
its peak, and I have no
to believe that the traffic
has reached its peak, or
some time to come.
know that the movement
with all that they inwill continue to increase.
w that restrictions upon
automobiles and busses
d to throw a new and
load upon railroad passervice. We know that
k situation will bring
further load to their
service and I fear that
be heavy.
beyond that, we can have
ance whatever that the
des of war may not at
e cause further dislocacreate new and extradifficulties which our
will have to overcome."
Eastman said when boiled
there were only two probarising from the goal of
um possible utilization of
estic transportation faciThese are to get more
of the equipment and
and the other is to refar as is practicable and
amount of work for
do.

To Produce
From Yeast
Im

(IP)—Large scale
of albumin from
res is to be started by
h Yeast Company, acto S. 0. Rosenqvist, chief
of the company.
company plans to build
ries for the production
een 10,000 and 20,000
dry yeast annually. While
urishing than meat. Mr.
ist said, yeast albumin
nor to vegetable albu-,
said experiments showed
min could be advantadded to soups, sauces,
butter.

When you buy vitamins
•••trust the maker!
These vitamins are produced in the famous
laboratories of McKesson & Robbins. They

ically tested preparations. They are honestly

CYTAMIN
CAPSULES
contain
Vitamins A,C, 0,B„ 82
100's
250's

$3.19

and reasonably priced. Vitamins may go up
in cost ... this is the time to stock
up!

6.89
A Bi.D.G. Caps 100s

. $2•39

Am.cubic Pad (Vitamin C)
• • • •
30 own. 40'

Potent,
trustworthy

$2.00 to $12.95

The Lillie F. Murphy Store

A sheet that
has worn in
center still has
some
Tear it down the life
middle,
away worn
section and
Place two outside
and sew with a edges tog
felled se

on's Railroads
Rope's End
ODT ChiefBeing
ent
senEquipm
BeNever
As

are indeed trustworthy—high unit—biolog-

•••••••.• •••••••
•••••

PRINCETON
CREAMERY

that
inevitabli.
stain oh your
walls over
li,,
tators, if you
would save
self a serious
cleaning job
Radiator shields
throw th
out into the
room
h•tting it flow
vrall: -Use' ihem
if you ca

VITAMINS

Snug, warm and very, very smart,
with its
double breasted line and velveteen trimmin
g.
Easy-to-get-into zippered leggings. Brown
or
rust. Sizes 3 to 12. Matching hat.

Sturdy, mannish style of tweed, smartly
tailored
Wine, brown or copen. Sizes 2 to 6. Hats
to match

quilt soils when children are
around? Save expensive cleaning
by making a slip cover of cheese
cloth and tacking it to the quilt
with colored tufts of wook
Bright color of the quilt shows
through the thin cheese cloth
and the cover whips off for
washing in no time.

McKESSON & ROBBINS

Girls' and Boys' Coat and Legging Sets

Boys' Coat and Legging Sets

Tips For Home Waste Warde
Notice how quickly a good
Prevent

Jar the Jap with Junk

DEFY BITTER WEATHER

'No use, Oscar. The old pump's
gone dry. Come over to my
house and we'll have a drink
of pasteurized milk. It puts
the get-up-and-go in you.'

October 22, 194

Thursday, October
22

Two dtfferrnt types of
ceps/des in each package.

1

20's

69°

60./

1.98

VITAMIN B
COMPLEX
CAPSULES
I(X)'s

1.98

/ A RE there days

Betel S0rup(11Complex)4 oz. •
Beat)
Halibut Liver Oil Cans 500'$ • 139
Halibut Liver Oil& Viesterol6 cc. .0
Mama (Cal. Pantotbenate)
10 men. 50's . . • •
Thiamine Tablets (Vii. Si)
nittm 1001 . . • •
Thiamme Tablets (Vii. BO
3 mAm• 25 s
Vitanuns AM)in Oil. Naturalicc.

.69

VitImins *50 Coo,. Tablet185's
Wheat Germ 00 Capsules 50's . .69

Wood Drug Co.
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....-Joseph B. Eastman,
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this
asserted
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when it comes to tak.,k in the operation of
we are pretty close to
rtitile
I itshelirope."
left
little reserve strength
unon," Mr. Eastman said
dress prepared for dethe sixth annual meetNational Association
Advisory Boards.
cus
\ we arc in for a long
struggle and there is
or policy than to be
the worst."
tman said no one knew
ivnat_ the _future held
as certain the railroads
ving their equipment as
fore.
roductive effort of the
he continued, "has not
is peak, and I have no
believe that the traffic
as reached its peak, or
sime time to come.
ow that the movement
, with all that they incontinue to increase.
• that restrictions upon
utomobiles and busses
to throw a new and
d upon railroad pasrvice. We know that
situation will bring
her load to their
rvice and I fear that
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yond that, we can have
nce whatever that the
es of war may not at
cause further dislocacreate new and extradifficulties which our
till have to overcome."
tman said when boiled
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possible utilization of
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of the equipment and
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(N)—Large scale
of albumin
from
es is to be started by
.sh Yeast Company, acS. 0. Rosenqvist, chief
of the company.
pony plans to build
'es for the production
n 10,000 and
20,000
yeast annually. While
;shine than meat, Mr.
t said, yeast albumin
r to vegetable albu'd experiments showed
in could be advantadded to soups, sauces,
butter.

ferent success, tried to sell war
"Virginia is a State of Mind" by
stamps to people lined,- up- at a
Virginia'Moore; "Carry Me—
theater box office.
Back," by Rebecca Yan"Look," said the private. "Why
cey Williams
not just tell them if they can't
It is probably no accident that
afford to buy stamps they can't
Duttons are publishing almost
afford the movie?"
simultaneously two books about
In 10 more minutes the girls
Virginia, each of which complesold $20 worth of stamps. And
ments the other in a literal sense.
the prettiest of the girls wound
One is Virginia Moore's "Virup as the soldier's date for the
ginia Is a State of Mind," as good
evening.
a title as the fall has seen so
far. The other is "Carry Me
In 1938 the U.S. meat conBack," by Rebecca Yancey Wilsumption was 125.4 pounds per
liams.
capita.
Miss Moore's book is a kind
of anecdotal interpretation of
Famousto relieve MONT111.1f1
the condition of Virginian-ness.
It is a kind of (very) personally
conducted tour
beginning
at
You who Buffer such pain with tired,
Jamestown and continuing
nervous feelings, distress of "irregularities"—due to functional monththrough the years and the state
ly diaturbances—ehould try Lydia E.
right down to today. The auPinkham'sTabletsI withadded Iron).
They have a soothing effect on one
thor examines Virginians, disof woman's most Onportant organs.
Also, their iron helps build up red
covers common states of mind,
blood. Follow label directions!
elaborates these and the reasons
DIIA E. PINKHAM'S pkaBLITI
behind them. She does it all so
In the cupped hands of this soldier are about 3 pounds of casually that often you. miss the
battered bits of bullets. "Demolition squads" from the post's 53rd. fact that she has thought conRUPTURE
SHIELD EXPERT HERE
Engineeers roam Fort Knox reservation gathering up other scrap secutively, if not always deeply, SAYS MOVIE STAR RAPED HER—Betty Hansen (right), 17H. M. SHEVNAN, widely known
metal. Scrap recovered by the Army in any county in the state about her subjects, and knows year-old Lincoln, Neb., girl whom Film Star Errol Flynn is acexpert of Chicago, will personalcused of rapitg at a party, leaves the grand jury room with a
will be credited to that county in the Kentucky Newspapers' them very well indeed.
ly be at Madison Hotel, Madisoncharged
Scrap Metal Drive, October 12-31.
She has found certain Virginia policewoman, Dorothy Pulas, at Los Angeles. Flynn was
ville, Saturday, only October 31,
John
Attorney
District
by
issued
complaint
a
in
attack
the
with
from
9 A.M. to 5 P.M.
heroes, too, chief of them Thommovie
the
indict
to
Mr.Shevnan says: The Zoetic
as Jefferson. She quotes a lot, Dockweiler, after the grand jury refused
Shield is a tremendous improve—AP Telemat
she writes well on Virginia food, actor.
ment over all former methods,
she tells stories nicely (particuleffecting immediate results. It
granddaughter.
will not only hold the rupture
arly her yarns out of the War
Thousands of acres of les- perfectly but increase the circuBetween the States), and she has
pedeza hay were cut in Whitley lation, strengthens the weakened
an excellent chapter on Virginia
Daviess county homemakers'
parts, thereby closing the openwith farmers reporting ing in ten days on the average
county,
writers and their products in clubs a-e cooperating with other
twice as big yield as in any other case, regardless of heavy lifting,
which John Smith and Ellen
county agencies to provide a
straining or any position the body
Glasgow are the extremes. Her
to the use of lime and may assume no matter the size
doctor years, due
idea that individualism is the fund to permit a county
or location. A nationally known
in the phosphate.
key to Virginia writers may or and nurse to be trained
scientific method. No under straps
With conservation and thrift or cumbersome arrangements and
infantile
of
treatment
Kenny
may not be true, although she
of
members
watchwords,
as
absolutely no medicines or mediparalysis.
makes a good case for it.
homemakers' clubs in Shelby cal treatments.
Princeat
company
produce
A
It's different wah Miss WilMr. Shevnan will be glad to
reports county have refinished and paintliams. "Carry Me Back" is the ton, Caldwell county,
demonstrate without charge.
this
furniture
of
pieces
944
of eggs ed
Add. 6509 N. Artesian Ave, Chistory of her girlhood in Lynch- shipping 18,000 cases
cago. Large incisional Hernia or
buy- year.
burg, and it combines so many without a complaint from
Shelbyville merchants cooper- rupture following surgical operasays it is due
approaches that at times it is a ers. The manager
ated by displaying refinished tion especially solicited.
camrooster"
the
'swat
the
to
little bewildering. It is a Virgincounty pieces in windows.
ia "Life With Father," for one paign carried on by the
On Victory pig day in Henderagents.
agricultural
thing. It is also a life with
son county, 1,000 hogs were
demona
county,
Woodford
In
Mother, who is pretty shrewd in
vetch com- sold at auction, and all were
her handling of the whole fami- stration cover crop of
of small paid for in war bonds and
types
all
with
bined
ly. In addition, Miss Williams
tobacco plants stamps. Two hundred people
has not overlooked the junior grains produced
In Standard Old Line Compercent taller and were in attendance.
miss angle, and it is probable which were 50
panies . . . Safety for Your
in
Burley tobacco growers
broader leaf than
that this last is the key to every- with a much
Property
and Peace of Mind
one
experienced
county
Christian
when small grains alone had
thing.
for Yourself.
of the worst seasons in years for
used.
been
The book is full of girls and
Three generations of one fami- curing their crops. A large pertheir beaux, of minor intrigues
was
tobacco
are members of a homemak- centage of the
ly
and the sort of incident that
county. They caught by weather conditions at
young girls confide to their ers' club in Scott
Phone 25
Owens, grand- a stage of curing which caused
diary in the hope that some- are Mrs. Alex
Princeton, KY.
and
houseburn
Kettenring, considerable
Charles
Mrs.
mother,
body will read the book and
In Hardin County, on the fringe of Fort Knox, a scrap iron think well and romantically of her daughter, Mrs. Earl Friedley, sweat.
dealer is recovering 2,225,000 pounds of scrap metal in this old the author. A number of the
army dump. Most of the scrap will be credited toward Hardin's incidents are marvelous, especialquota of 2,900,000 pounds in the Kentucky Newspapers' Scrap ly the girl whose necklace grew
Metal Drive.
shorter with every accident and
finally blew up forever when
Casualty
raised
War
India
A
Pints
war,
the
to
Prior
sneezed in chapel.
she
Bath, England (iP) — Public
the most cattle; China, the most
pint
hogs; Australia, the most sheep. houses here have put their
Peru is the oldest of South
glasses in storage until after the American nations.
Daniel Boone was a wagoner, war because of the acute beer
blacksmith, a hunter and trap- shortage. A half pint a serving
The body of an adult man contains more than one gallon of
per.
is the limit for a customer.
blood.
The population of the U.S. is
The red blood corpuscle conof
Bowling pins are made
about 88 percent. native.
sists of 60 percent. water and 40
maple and are 15 inches high.
percent. solids.
The dome of the national capiFrom the tallest peak to the
is built of iron and weighs
tol
Everypody reads the Leader.
lower ocean depth on earth is
nearly 9 million pounds.
2 miles.
/
a vertical distance of 121
July
opened
was
Point
West
Linen weaving and shipbuild4, 1802, with 10 cadets.
ing are the chief industries of
Northern Ireland.
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FEMALE PAIN

Ky. Farm News

DEPENDABLE
INSURANCE

John E. Young. Agt

If you're a heartsick wife —
mother—or sweetheart ...you'd
do a lot to give that boy a
better chance to get back safe.
Well then...do it!

You can save 4 to 5 cents
On Every Gallon of Gas or Kerosene
'
C$0100
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Fort Riley, Kans. (/P)—A private from Fort Riley watched
while several girls, with indif-

By John Selby
Wide World Features
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Soldier Can Sell Bonds
—And Himself As Well
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RE there days when it seems
that the radio, the ringing of
the door or telephone bell, the
of dishes, or even the laughter and voices
en nearly drive you frantic—days when
restless, and cranky?
oti lie awake nights?
these hectdc days and wakeful nights infor
voth yourth
u,tryweek and take e pleasure out
you,

DR. MILES NERVINE

es Nervine Is a combination of effective
sedatives,
originated by a famous nerve
seeioli
p
millions
Dr. Miles Nervine has brought relief to
what
exaotlY
it
find
may
You
of nervous sufferers.
need.
Will you try Dr. Mlles Nervine?
Your druggist has it.
ILO
Large bottle
251
Smell bottle

DR.MILES

LIQUID

NERVINE

SOMEONE'S LIFE IS
IN YOUR HANDS!

At Cornick's
Commercial Gas (white)
Regular Gas (first)
c
4e
6
2
1
.
76/
118
Ethyl Gas
8%c
Really Good Kerosene
I3c
Pen Croyn Oil
In your container, gal. 50c
Two Gallbn Can $1.10
When you purchase our gasoline, ask for coupons
which entitle you to our many premiums.
We are also equipped to wash and polish your car.
Try our service today.

UND up your scrap metal—it's
needed to make steel. Steel for
armor plate to protect him from
bombs and bullets. Steel for weapons
to help him do the job that must be
done before he can come home again.
You don't want production figures.
It's enough to know that 50% of all
new steel is made of scrap—that our
steel mills now have only enough
scrap in sight to last another 30 days

at the

most!

What happens after that depends on
all of us. If production falls aed
you've not done your part, will you
rest easy?
Next week we're starting a collection
drive — to build the biggest stockpile of scrap metal you've ever seen.
Then when the mills need it, we'll
you came through
have it
... for his sake!

Watch this paper for details of the big scrap drive and what you must do to help

NEWSPAPERS' UNITED SCRAP METAL DRIVE
This space contributed by The Princeton Leader
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Squirrel Season
Ends October 31

Chandler Given
Endorsement By
R. R. Brotherhood
Farley Also Praises
Enviable Record
Made By Happy During Senate Service
Senator A. B. Chandler has
made public in Washington a
letter of indorsement from Martin H. Miller, national legislative
representative of the Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen.
Mr. Miller's letter follows:
"The Brotherhood of Railroad
your
Trainmen has indorsed
States
service in the United
Senate and recommends you for
reelection by the voters of the
buildings
FIGHT FLOOD WATERS—Emergency workers labored behind the temporary navy
State of Kentucky.
barricades.
sandbag
with
waters
flood
the
block
to
trying
park,
edging Washington's Potomac
"The people of your State are
park.
Water from the tidal basin had surged up over its bank and spread over the
justly entitled to have the benefit of your experience in the
Senate during the trying times
of the present war. We confidently look forward to your
success at the polls on November 3."
At Frankfort, meanwhile, State
headquarters
anDemocratic
nounced that James A. Farley,
former chairman of the Democratic National Committee, has
given his indorsement to the reelection of Chandler.
In a letter to Robert Humphreys, Democratic State campaign co-chairman, the New
Yorker said:
"During the time 'Happy' has
been in the United States Senate
he has made an enviable record
and he has won the regard and
affection of everyone who has
had an opportunity to appraise
his services . . . We shall be looking forward to seeing him returned to the Senate by a most
substantial vote."

The hunters attention is called
to the close of the squirrel season, Saturday, October 31, by
S. A. Wakefield, Director of the
Division of Game and Fish.
- -Hunting season-4or—clove -ended October 15 and the season
on ducks, geese and other migon
ratory waterfowl opened
October 15. The shooting period
for ducks and geese will extend
through December 23 and in the
meantime the open season on
rabbits and bob white quail will
be ushered in on November 24,
and will extend through to January 9, 1943.
Squirrel hunters have had an
excellent season and duck hunters are anticipating good shooting
providing cooler weather sends
the migratory birds south in
time for the open season. Indications are that rabbits, and quail
will be more plentiful this year
and this is due partly to good
weather conditions during the
rearing season and also to inprotection
creased cover and
from weeds allowed to grow up
on farms due to shortage in
labor.
The hunters should also remember to fill out their report
of game killed during the open
seasons and get this report in
to the Division Offices here in
Frankfort by December 31, 1942.
The game kill report will be
found on the back of the hunting license.

Sinks Two Jap Carriers

Cripple Creek ka7
Burro Fencea
For Ze
Cripple creek, coo
Cripple Creek is
contniL
stout
ithe: i n minersgiron
arde n,fences,
autrer s:suf
hosb
e
patch
le
fort.
In Cri
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rush, miners
brough
sUppl
The burros
roamed t
slept in streets
were f
back doors —
and
When the burros
were
merous any yard
wi
good, stout fence
around
ferably of iron,
was thing ground,
especially if
tamed a good
lawn or g

These Army
Marriag
Sure Are
Contagious

Long Beach, Calif.
Sergeant John W.
Weste
years old and
reputed
oldest enlisted man in
got a 24-hour
leave—a
did he do? Married
M
Harrison, 54, whom he
years ago when
stati
Camp Custer, Michigan.

Lieut. (jg) Robert H. Benson
(above), of San Francisco, received official credit for sinking two Japanese aircraft carriers, his father, Marine Major
Albert E. Benson, was informed. Lieut. Benson sank one
carrier in the battle of Midway
The red pigment of bl
and the other in the battle of puscles, which
the Solomons August 24. (As- carry oxygon, enables
is called
sociated Press Photo from 13:g1551n
—AP Telemat
Marine Corps.)

There alt. no national
in the U. S. Each state h
Fresno, Calif. (JP)—You can't
diction over the observa
blame Norma Quisenberry for
getting a bit confused. Three
The Black Watch
men, all in a hurry, made pur- Highlanders) was o
chases in her candy shop and 1729.
flashed $1, $10, and $20 bills on
her. When change was made
When Lunch Bell Rings,
and the men gone she was $10
Shin
Pads
Time
For
It's
short. Police believe it was a
Wichita, Kas. (JP)—When the
planned swindle.
IMBOSS'
lunch gong sounded at one of
the airplane factories here a
A freight car is usually about
worker, Perry Weatherson, slip40 feet long with an average
ped and fell and was tramped
M RINTID F M
capacity of from 50 to 55 tons.
upon, suffering a broken shouldYou
s I: make up
er in the scramble.
The first heavyweight cham100' profitworki
for
rusting
been
have
OLD SUBMARINE FOR SCRAP—Six old and useless submarines which
Community Meetings To
pionship in the United States
full or part time,
The heaviest fish of record to
Help Farm Travel Situation
years at the Philadelphia Navy yard, are being made ready for their final trip—to the scrap yard
was won by John L. Sullivan in
9 OTHER REUTHER
to be broken up for war industry. One of the raft was built in 1917-18, the others after the be caught by rod-and-reel was 1890.
By holding a series of com—AP Telemat a 1,382 lb. tiger shark taken off
munity meetings, where farmers irst world war.
iOl W
;:
tlin
:S
"
TMc:PUS
AI
Australia in 1939.
The stick in high-grade violin
can sign appliCations for paybows is made of Brazilian lancement in the agricultural conserThe CARD 11111,11,
Niagara Falls is receding at wood or of snake wood.
vation program, place orders for
110 WEST 32nd STREET NEW
2.5
feet
a
average
rate
of
the
fertilizer, sign up for war bonds,
in
Confrom
seats
Democrats
national
trend
toward
By Alexander R. George
nounced
Attention of Dept
Name
to
a
Shell
Sign
Your
year.
and the like, County Agent
either party. A large majority of gress.
Wide World Features
Kenneth A. Brabant expects to
the
House
and
the
members
of
Most observers wouldn't be
Washington—Will the Novemsave Breckinridge county farmnearly all the senators seeking
surprised
if the G.O.P. gained
ber
elections
indicate,
as
they
ers about 33,000 miles in travelrenomination have been successsome
seats
in the House and a
frequently
have,
which
way
the
ing. Many of the 2,000 farmers
ful.
in the county live considerable political wind is blowing?
A few pre-war isolationists few more governorships but they
distances from the countyseat.
Election results in the middle failed to win renomination, but believe the Republicans will win
Of the 2,000 farmers in the coun- of a presidential term often a much larger number of them control of the House. The Repubty live considerable distances have shown a marked switch were victorious. The primaries licans could win control by capfrom the countyseat. Through by the voters from one major indicated, if anything, that the turing 50 seats and holding their
the community service offered party to the other. In 1918, when voters generally discounted pre- present ones, the present lineup
their county agent, they can the last wartime vote was held, Pearl Harbor views on foreign being 262 Democrats to 166 Resave several trips, which will the Republicans wrested control policy. Matters of sectional in- publicans.
conserve tires and be especially
. of the House from the Demo- terest apparently were of more _Thele is little prospect of a
appreciated when roads al* bail- crats, increased their majority concern.
substantial shift to the G.O.P. in
in winter.
in the Senate and two years later
Candidates of both parties, in- the Senate because many of the
won the presidency by a land- cluding those who opposed Presi- seats at stake in the election are
The largest fish of record ever slide.
dent Roosevelt's foreign policies in the solidly Democratic south.
caught was a 26,594-1b. whale
In the depression year of 1930, before we got into the war, are The count there now is 65
shark harpooned off Florida in when Herbert Hoover was mid- campaigning on a platform of Democrats to 29 Republicans.
1912.
way in his term, the Democrats vigorous prosecution of the war.
registered congressional and gubSome republican candidates
Practically all diplomatic letRussia had the most casualties ernatorial election triumphs contend that the war is not being ters address the President "Exin the first World War—over 9 which hearlded their capture of handled efficiently but there are cellency," which is not in acmillions killed, wounded and the presidency two years later. no signs of a sweeping popular cord with American custom.
missing.
This year, however, there has disapproval that would result in
been scant indication that the the ousting of large numbers of Start the Scrap on Your Farm
Jar the Jap with Junk
elections will show any proThere's a time to work—a time
to play—and each occasion calls
Cowboy Breaks Leg,
for a smart, chic You. For each
Crawls For Two Days
Manassa, Colo. (JP)—Riding for
hour in the day you will find a
cattle along the Brazos, Con
lovely shoe style at Barnes—one
Rogers, 22, a cowboy at the Tthat will whisk you gayly and
Boone ranch near Antonito, was
trimly
shod through your every
thrown from his horse and his
change
of pace. See them today.
broken.
leg was
Black
Calfskin, Rythrn
A Glamour Deb dress .s
Although the bone was jutting
Step Pump, stitched in red The time is now.
with low heel. Fasluo
through the flesh, Rogers crawlAlso in broWn, stitched in
of tan crushed kid.
ed across the range for two
biege. 17-8 heel.
days before he was found by
$6.00
searching parties.
$7.95
Physicians who later treated
That corn field of yours not only can be the means
LET US
him said it was almost a miracle
of satisfying the hunger of hundreds of soldiers —
that the leg could be set and
HELP YOU
men, women, children, but it can be converted into
saved from amputation.
vital rubber, and powerful explosives. Yes, your field
of corn is truly a storehouse of food and ammunition, products that will win the War and the Peace.
Now,more than toyer, women must
Your Job Is to raise more corn and it's the job of your
meet important financial responneighborhood DeKalb Hybrid Seed Corn dealer to
sibilities. You can shoulder your
help you increase your yield — raise more and better
share—with carefree assurance
corn on less land. Your local DeKalb farmer-dealer
May Warn of Disordered
—by taking advantog• of our
Kidney Action
knows corn because he grows it — he knows your soil,
An anique tan tailored
Modern life with its hurry and worry,
your weather and can helpyou select the hybrid varieIrregular habits, improper eating and
walking shoe by Rythm
goldenbred
drinking—its
risk
of
exposure
and
infecties that will do best on your farm. See him today.
Atob:acrcioing
SPECIALLY PLANNED
A turf tan .Glamour Deb
Espadrilie
tion—throws heavy strain on the work
A
Step.
of the kidneys. They are apt to become
walking
shoe
with
black
over-taxed and fail to filter mean arid
by m
and other impurities from the life-giving
stitching. Open toe.
pus shoe. Styled
$7.95
blood.
If Ong?* and steadily
You may suffer nagging backache,
ern Miss.
omployed only you sign
headache, dizziness, getting up nights,
$6.00
leg pains, swelling—feel constantly
$5.00
tired, nervous, all worn out. Other signs
Como in-today....or walks
of kidney or bladder disorder are sometimes burning, scanty or too frequent
for coons:4ft InfOrroation

Money In Their Madness
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Will Election Chart The Winds Of '44?

For STYLE and
COMFORT

There's An

ARSENAL

in that lower 40of yours

ficu/U 4'047

That Nagging
Backache

PERSONAL LOANS

FOR WOMEN

INTERSTATE
Finance Corp. of Ky.
(Incorporated)
Phone
106% Market St.
410
Princeton, Ky.
Maurice French, Mgr.

UN=

urination.
Try LOOMS'S Piila. Bloast's help the
kidneys to pass ofT harmful excess body
waste. They have had more than half a
century of public approval. Are recommended i.y grateful users everywhere.
Ask your neighbor!

DOAN'S PILLS

HYBRID CORN

66
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t
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,terest Increases In
..natorial And School
ontests As Election
Nears
Dem
th leaders of both
parti
Republican
and
out t,
in an effort to get
ne
county
in Caldwell
interest
some
3,
Nov.
,.y,
dy stirring in the gene
.;on here and there is '
;.n voters may respond
t larger numbers th
.,...mary when war do
. the public mind. Sch.
. contests in city and co
are expected to swell t.
total.
,n Hollowell, Democra
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. organization among t
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to be active from n.
voting time in working f
,-out at the polls. Cars w
te for the Democratic tic.
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e over the GOP in t
t, as an advertisement a
in this issue of
states that "owing to
condition of the '
party and the tire s
it will be impossible
the voters of that party.
•• GOP however is not b
;1g this election hereabo
there is evidence this w•
'lease turn to Back Page)
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Two Full Tickets For
Voters To Consider
In Local Contest
, addition to voting on can.
for the United States Sand Congress in the Nove
election, voters of Prince
Caldwell county will a
on six candidates for
School Board and four
County Board of Educatio
Princeton, one ticket
Ramsey Taylor, J.
and R. S. Gregory a
Rob, S
R.S.,r
toc
eeod, Ea
uen Fa
Coleman.
I. Taylor is well known
. with
.n priocoto
through L
hoomere
is assoc
Princeton
activity as football offi..
as a civic leader. Mr.
Gro.
er AAA secretary and
.riatilYHaeini
lrp
olaodyed
by
paniyil.in
Com
With Illinois Central s
Years before taking the
:Artm
on
which he resigned
'
coGregory
Festivali
.s mana
Kentucky Utilities, a mem
the Caldwell County D
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